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Book Descriptions:

canon imageclass d340 owners manual

To get your machine ready for use, please follow the instructions in this Setup Sheet before referring
to any other documentation. Unpack the machine and its components.Left side view 3 Open the ADF
to remove the shipping material glass cover to remove the inner protection sheet Installing the
Cassette and Document Feeder Tray 1 Raise the cassette slightly toward the machine, and align the
hooks on both sides of the cassette with the guides in the machine, then install the cassette. Once
connected, the machine needs to warm up before you can use it. The LCD displays PLEASE WAIT,
then INSTALL CARTRIDGE. The LCD returns to the standby display when you install the cartridge
and load paper in the cassette or multipurpose tray. You may need it later when you remove the
cartridge. 2 Rock the cartridge 5 or 6 times to distribute the toner evenly.Screen shots in the
following installation procedures are for Windows 98. 1 Make sure the USB cable is NOT connected
to your machine and computer.When the screen on the upper right appears, follow the procedure
below Be sure to remove the transparent USB label 62 Connect the USB cable The program will
start installing the Printer Driver automatically. 7 When the following screen appears, select Yes, I
want to restart my computer now. All other products and brand names are registered trademarks or
trademarks of their respective owners. Specifications subject to change without notice. This page
requires Javascript. Modify your browsers settings to allow Javascript to execute. See your browsers
documentation for specific instructions. To install your download click on the name of the
downloaded file.Please click below to find a quick resolution to your inquiry. Actual prices are
determined by individual dealers and may vary.The driver may be included in your OS or you may
not need a driver.http://immigrationcanadanetwork.com/images/hyundai-i10-1_1-gls-manual.xml

canon imageclass d340 service manual, canon imageclass d340 user manual, canon
imageclass d340 owners manual, canon imageclass d340 owners manual pdf, canon
imageclass d340 owners manual download, canon imageclass d340 owners manual
free, canon imageclass d340 owners manual software.

Recommended Drivers File Name Date File Size Optional Drivers File Name Date File Size
Recommended Software File Name Date File Size Optional Software File Name Date File Size
Recommended Manuals File Name Date File Size Optional Manuals File Name Date File Size This
warranty shall not extend to consumables such as paper, as to which there shall be no warranty or
replacement. Warranty replacement shall not extend the original warranty period of the Product.
Note that a dated proof of purchase is required at the time of service. This requirement will be
satisfied by providing a copy of your dated bill of sale or invoice. You must contact an ASF during
such ASFs normal business hours to schedule the repair. If shipping is involved, it is your
responsibility to properly package and send the Product at your cost to the ASF, together with your
dated proof of purchase and a complete explanation of the problem. A Product covered by this
limited warranty will be repaired and returned to you without charge by the ASF. Repairs not
covered under this warranty will be charged to you at the thencurrent service rates of the ASF. If
the problem cannot be corrected over the telephone, a Return Authorization Number RA will be
issued to you. You will be asked for the Product serial number and other information pertaining to
your defective Product and for a shipto location for the replacement Product street address only, no
P.O. box. You must also provide your major credit card number. Your credit card will be charged in
an amount up to the cost of a new Product a if your defective Product is not received by Canon USA
within 10 business days after you receive the replacement Product, b if the defects in the defective
Product are not covered by this limited warranty; or c if the warranty period on the Product has
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expired or has not been sufficiently established by you by supplying the appropriate
documentation.http://www.innotec-industrie.be/userfiles/file/hyundai-i10-manual-service.xml

After receipt of the replacement Product with instructions and a prepaid waybill, follow the
instructions on how to ship the defective Product to Canon USA. You must return the defective
Product in the shipping carton in which the replacement Product was packed, include the Return
Authorization Number RA, a copy of your dated proof of purchase bill of sale, and a complete
explanation of the problem.The replacement Product you receive will be a refurbished or
reconditioned unit and will be covered for the balance of the period remaining on your original
limited warranty.Repairs of such Canon brand peripheral equipment shall be governed by the terms
of the Separate Warranty.Nor does this warranty extend to any Product on which the original
identification marks or serial numbers have been defaced, removed, or altered. The warranty in the
preceding sentence applies to Toner and DrumsA defective Toner or Drum returned to Canon U.S.A.,
Inc., Canon Canada, Inc. or anThe warranty period for anyDrum i.e. Canon USA, Inc., Canon
Canada, Inc. or a Dealer. To obtain the shipping address of Canon U.S.A, Inc. or. Canon Canada,
Inc., please call the Canon U.S.A., Inc. Help Desk at 18008284040 or Canon Canada Technical.
Support at 1800OKCANON. Shipping charges, if any, must be prepaid. If your Toner or Drum is
covered by thisInc. or the Dealer from whom you purchased the Toner or Drum.Toner or Drum yield
will vary depending on average density of originals copied and otherCanon which damage the Toner
or Drum or cause abnormally frequent service calls or service problems. Nor doesKeep from contact
with oxidizing materials. Refer to instructions for handling and storing. Scroll down to easily select
items to add to your shopping cart for a faster, easier checkout. Visit the Canon Online Store
Maximum Monthly Duty Cycle 10,000. Your machine includes the following documentation.

This documentation has been designed so that you canPage 4 Zoom Users in the USAThis device
complies with Part 15. Page 5 from your computer ContentsClearing Jams.81Page 7 Toner in the
cartridge Type Conventions Used in This GuidePage 8 SYSTEM ERROR message Where to Find
Help. Before you contact Canon, please record the following information. Page 9 USER DATA setting
Legal Limitation on Usage of Your Product and the Use of ImagesPage 10 Chapter 1. Introduction.
Customer Support. Your machine is designed with the latest technology to provide troublefree
operation.Page 15 Operation PanelThe standby display is as followsWhen no operations are
performed for about 5 minutes. Page 18 Chapter 2. Paper Handling. Print Media Requirements. For
highquality copies, we recommend using paper and transparencies recommended by Canon. Some.
Page 19 Printing AreasPage 20 Loading PaperPage 22 Loading Paper in the Multipurpose TrayPage
23 Loading an Envelope in the Multipurpose TrayThe paper is delivered with the printed side down
on the output tray. Paper is. Page 27 210Document Handling. Documents You Can Copy. Documents
placed on the platen glass or loaded into the ADF must. Page 29 Problem Documents. Page 30
Setting Up DocumentsPage 32 The Paper Path of the Automatic Document FeederPage 33 36Page
35 Canceling the Copy JobPage 39 Setting the Image QualityPage 40 Special FeaturesThese features
allow you to sort copies in page.Page 42 2 on 1 CopyPage 47 Canceling PrintingPage 50 Chapter 7.
Maintenance. Periodic Cleaning. Your machine requires little periodic maintenance. This section
describes the necessary cleaning procedures forPage 52 When to Replace the Cartridge. The
cartridge is a consumable item needs to be replaced when the toner runs out. Page 53 Copy
YieldPage 54 Storage Precautions. Page 55 Replacing the CartridgePage 56 7 Hold the cartridge and
position the arrowPage 57 The Clean Earth CampaignPackaging. Option A1 Single Box ReturnPage
60 CANADA PROGRAMCANADA PROGRAMME.

Option A Single Box ReturnIf the machine. Page 62 Carrying the Machine by the Sides. Grip the
handles. Page 63 714Page 65 3 Hold both sides of the jammed paper and 5 If the leading edge of the
paper is visible. Page 66 7 Gently pull the jammed paper between the 10 Place the paper release
levers back to theirPage 67 Removing Jammed Paper from the ADFPage 68 LCD MessagesPage 69
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Message Cause ActionPage 70 Paper Feeding ProblemsThe cassette or multipurpose tray may
contain too many sheets.Page 73 The copy images are partly missing or shaded when you make
copies on thick paper.The machine may have a paper jam, or there may be no. Page 75 If You Cannot
Solve the ProblemPage 76 Chapter 9Page 77 Menu DescriptionsSTD. IMAGEQUALITY Select the
document type.Page 79 PRINTER SETTINGSPlaten Stationary. Page 81 A2Paper printing.811. You
may find documents other than justThe Script Is Light. We keep our list of direct Canon
imageCLASS D340 driver and firmware links uptodate so they are easy to find when you need them.
Page Count 8 Thank you for purchasing the Canon imageCLASS D340. To get your machine ready
for use, please follow the instructions in this Setup Sheet before referring to anyUnpack the machine
and its components. Check that you have the followingS35 CartridgeTransparent. USB label. Left
side viewInstalling the Cassette and Document Feeder TrayWhen the power cord is plugged into the
machine and into the wall outlet, the machine is turned on. Once connected, the machine needs to
warm up beforeThe LCD returns to theDo not insert it at an angle. Otherwise, the machineLoading
Paper in the CassetteInstructions. Drum protective shutterMake sure that the tab itself is
detachedTabDiscard the tape.Do not pull it out at anTurn over toRight coverSelect I accept theWhen
the screen on the upper right appears, follow the procedure belowThe program will start installing
the Printer Driver automatically. USB interface connectionThen click Exit.To see the guides, proceed
as follows.

The Printer Guide is available in the manuals folder.Part no. HT32120000V.2.0. Canon is a
registered trademark of Canon Inc. All other products and brand names are registeredSpecifications
subject to change without notice.File Type Extension pdf. PDF Version 1.4. Linearized Yes.
Encryption Standard V1.2 40bit. User Access Print, Annotate, Fill forms, Extract, Assemble, Print
highres. Page Count 8. Page Mode UseOutlines. About uuid5f99af2bbe4f4282acf7bd66859a6708.
Producer Acrobat Distiller 5.0.5 for Macintosh. Document ID
uuid5ff6696b17714d87af9d5e0edeedde42. Please use the box above to search for any other
information.Can I get a free service manual for canon imageclass d1150 pleaseThanks in advance
Posted by repair72035 3 years ago Canon imageCLASS D1150 Answers Canon Imageclass D661
Service Manual I am trying to find a service manual for a Canon Imageclass D661. Can someone
help me Posted by thecartridgedoctors 4 years ago Canon imageCLASS D661 Answers Canon
Imageclass D340 Does Not Copy Service Manual Posted by beway 5 years ago Canon imageCLASS
D340 Answers Copier Flashing Alarm Light.incorrect Paper Size.tray A 4 Unable To Get Manual
Posted by deejworks 6 years ago Canon imageCLASS D340 Answers Canon Service Manual Pixima
Mx850 Is there a service manual for the MX850 available. Thank you,What else do I have to do.
When you want to print on paper that is not loaded in the paper drawer, load the paper in the
manual feed slot. Loading Paper in the Manual Feed Slot Make sure to load the paper in portrait
orientation, as shown in the illustrations below. Otherwise, you may damage the paper drawer by
dropping it, if it slides out too easily. Paper cannot be loaded in landscape orientation. Loading too
much paper can cause paper jams. Place the legal dust cover over the open part of the paper
drawer. If you load a different size or type of paper into the machine, make sure to change the
settings. If you do not change the settings, the machine cannot print properly.

Flatten any curls on the printed paper and insert it into the paper drawer or manual feed slot
Loading Paper in the Manual Feed Slot , with the side to print face up previously printed side face
down. Special Processing. Please try again.Please try again.In order to navigate out of this carousel
please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Please try your
search again later.With all the copying features you need, plus a 15 pageperminute laser printer, the
imageCLASS D340 can satisfy any small business or home office user with its quality laser output. A
50sheet Automatic Document Feeder handles big jobs easily, copying up to legalsize documents.
Reduce and enlarge, collate or make draft copies from the easy to use control panel. 50sheet
Automatic Document Feeder 15 copiesperminute Copy up to legal size Quality Laser Printing 15



ppm Single Cartridge System Fast, Economical and Easy Printing is fast and easy with Canons
printer driver for Windows. Load paper easily in the 250sheet paper cassette and your black and
white output comes out crisp and fast. Using a single cartridge system, the imageCLASS D340 is
economical to operate and easier to use over other machines that have two cartridges requiring
replacement at different times. The Right Solution Whether you are a one person office, or have a
small staff, the imageCLASS D340 can be your compact desktop solution to replace older
singlefunction machines or as an addition to your current equipment. To calculate the overall star
rating and percentage breakdown by star, we don’t use a simple average. Instead, our system
considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also
analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Please try again later. Jimmy Parsons 4.0 out of 5 stars It
set up easily and made fast, great quality copies. I noticed a couple of glitches but thought them
minor.

But after a few days I have discovered shortcomings of the unit, hence the 4stars. I was considering
3 but figure thats too low since it does basic things well. It is a multipurpose machine, but not
allpurpose. Paper cartridge falls out if not handled exactly correctly, but paper doesnt come out with
it, spilling all over the floor reminds me of the card game 52 Pickup. The cartridge actually is only
half a cartridge open at the end inside the printer, not anchored well, feels flimsy. No way to reset it
except unplug. So it prints only one oddsize sheet at a time. Print one, unplug, print another, unplug.
Im used to a button that clears errors and resets. None on this printer. If you dont need a machine
than scans to the computer, and if you can handle the quirky paperfeed requirements, its great. At
the price, if it were used just as a copier for a small office it would be well worth the price.This is
often how the mfgs will move more units, by selling them at superlow prices knowing they will make
their profits on you returning for toner. With the rebate I couldnt pass this up, although if I were
paying full retail I would have chosen one that also scans to the PC. This one DOES NOT. It is only a
printer and copier. I would also consider one that has a Print server and NIC builtin IF I could also
connect directly for scanning. I would recommend this printer.Quality of print is wonderful and it is
not noisy. It is BIG. So if you want something small, that is not for you. It ran out after 1100 copies.
There is a counter on the printer, so really there is no chance of misperception about the exact
copies made. The description says that it was a full toner and not a trial one, so it should have lasted
approximately 2200 pages. Fortunately, I had ordered a spare one and that is working fine.However,
if you need to copy a legalsize original that cannot be put through the sheet feeder, this copier wont
do it.

The physical space required for the sheet feeder took away length from the platen. I returned the
D340 for a D320, which is identical in every way, except that it has a platen big enough for a legal
sized paper and no automatic sheet feeder. Although I have had the machine for a short time, it
seems to deserve the praise that other reviewers have mentioned. Thanks to Amazon for their
excellent return policy. It was everything I could have hoped it would be.We have always chosen
Canon because weve had such good experiences with Canon. This is the best printer. We shopped on
Amazon and found the best price. Yesterday our computer support person hooked up this copier to
our two work computers and we no longer need the printer we were using with expensive ink
cartridges. Note we only print in black ink at work. It has many wonderful features. Cant say enough
about it. OEM Products come with a manufacturer warranty only. The amount of pages can vary
depending upon the amount of ink printed onto each page. 5% page coverage is a standard Canon
specification We stand behind our products 100%, as these are not manufactured by Canon. Regular
ink dries quickly, which is why cartridges for inkjet printers do not last long. Laser Printers use
toner, which is ink in the form of powder.In order to get your machine up and running again you will
need to replace the fuser. Next put the paper in the tray with the print side facing up. If you are
using paper with a logo on it, place the paper with the print side up and load it so that the top of the
paper feeds first. Next adjust the slide guides accordingly. Finally set the paper size. In order to set



the paper size you need to press ADDITIONAL FUNCTIONS and select PAPER SETTINGS and
PAPER SIZE. Next insert an envelope with the print side up and load it. Now move the slide guides
so they are aligned correctly for the size of envelope that you are using.

You need to adjust the slide guides so there is no space between the guides and the edge of the
envelope. The final step is to specify the envelope size and type by selecting ADDITIONAL
FUNCTIONS and selecting PAPER SETTINGS, PAPER SIZE, and ENVELOPE. You must replace the
installed toner cartridge, because it has been completely exhausted or damaged. You must replace
the installed toner cartridge, because the described print quality issues are usually caused by a too
low toner level the installed toner cartridge is nearly empty. You should always keep a spare toner
cartridge for your Canon Copier ImageClass D340 in stock, but please remember to store all
consumable copiers components in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions and
recommendations. After that, you must take the new toner cartridge out of the protective transport
packaging, and then loosen and evenly distribute the toner by shaking the new cartridge at least 78
times vertically. Now, you must grab and detach the sealing tape tab, which is located on the right
side of the new toner cartridge, and then remove the sealing tape from the new toner cartridge by
pulling its tab slowly out. In the next step of the replacement procedure, you must insert the new
toner cartridge into the copier until the right cover moves slightly upwards, but make sure to
correctly align the projections of the new toner cartridge with the guides of the copier, and then
close the right cover. Please note that the cartridge will be automatically set in place with the
closing of the right cover. Please also note that you will have to open and close the right cover of the
copier, if the following error message INSTALL CARTRIDGE is still appearing on the control LCD.
The 50sheet ADR makes copying multiple pages effortless.

Pros Sitting the Canon on a separate table or credenza will give more than enough clearance to use
its automatic document feeder The Automatic Document Feeder ADF allows for onesided scanning
of up to 50 lettersize originals or 30 legalsize ones. In less than 11 seconds the D340 starts printing
at speeds up to 15 lettersized pages per minute. At the maximum resolution of 1200 x 600, the
Canon produces relatively sharp monochrome prints. The D340 relies on the print emulation drivers
built into your computer’s operating system. The copy function has three different exposure modes
to handle text to photo reproduction. The magnification can be automatically or manually changed
from 50% to 200% in 1% increments or in 6 presets. Nonstandard materials up to 20pound bond can
be loaded into the 10sheet multipurpose tray. The tray doubles as a dust cover for the main tray, but
you want to be careful if any paper is placed in the multipurpose tray. The multifunction
automatically pulls from the multipurpose tray first. Cons Adding a scanning function does not
increase the size of a multifunction and would only improves on its usefulness in an office as more
people are going paperless. For budget laser printers, 15 ppm was acceptable in 2003. Today, even
inkjet printers are faster than the dated D340. Cantilevered into the side of the D340’s body, the tray
and the multipurpose tray are separate items where the multifunction piggybacks on the main tray.
The problem comes when loading paper in the main tray. What many users don’t know is according
to Canon’s manual, the multipurpose tray is not supposed to be in place during printing from the
main tray. Also when adding paper, the user must remove the multipurpose tray first an interesting
feat in itself before removing the main paper tray.

Lastly, while the D340 can handle printing envelopes, even its multipurpose tray is not designed for
paper beyond the typical 20pound bond, limiting it’s usefulness for printing on special papers. Most
problems encountered with the D340 involve the paper trays. Instead, the D340 relies on emulation
from the host computer itself. For most printing, users won’t notice any difference in performance
and considering the simplicity of this 2in1 it’s unlikely any highend Adobe graphics will be sent to
this multifunction anyway.


